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who has one arm, 
and I glided into the sun. 
Other children poured forth, 
and by the time I was sixteen 
I lost my place 
in her thatched house. 

She let me go, 
and she did not come to the pier 
the day the banana boat 
pushed away from her shore 
towards Nueva York 
where I had heard 
there would be room for me. 

Yvonne V. Sapia 

Indian Boarding School: 
The Runaways 

Unsettling America 

Home's the place we head for in our sleep. 
Boxcars stumbling north in dreams 
don't wait for us. We catch them on the run. 
The rails, old lacerations that we love, 
shoot parallel across the face and break 
just under Tur~le Mountains. Riding scars 
you can't get lost. Home is the place they cross. 

The lame guard strikes a match and makes the dark 
less tolerant. We watch through cracks in boards 
as the land starts rolling, rolling till it hurts 
to be here, cold in regulation clothes. 
We know the sheriff's waiting at midrun 
to take us back. His car is dumb and warm. 
The highway doesn't rock. it only hums 
like a wing of long inwlu. The worn·down welts 
of ancient punishments lad heck and forth. • ., 

All runaways wear drasa, &onagrcen ones, 
the color you would think shame was. We scrub 
the sidewalks down because it's shameful work. 
Our brushes cut the stone in watered arcs 
and in the soak frail outlines shiver clear 
a moment, things us kids pressed on the dark 
face before it hardened, pale, remembering 
delicate old injuries, the spines of names and leaves. 

Louise Erdrich 



Dear John Wayne 

August and the drive-in picture is packed. 
We lounge on the hood of the Pontiac 
surrounded by the slow-burning spirals they sell 
at the window, to vanquish the hordes of mosquitoes. 
Nothing works. They break through the smoke-screen for blood. 

Always the look-out spots the Indians first, 
spread north to south, barring progress. 
The Sioux, or Cheyenne, or some bunch 
in spectacular columns, arranged like SAC missiles, 
their feathers bristling in the meaningful sunset. 

The drum breaks. There will be no parlance. 
Only the arrows whining, a death-cloud of nerves 
swarming down on the settlers 
who die beautifully, tumbliflg like dust weeds 

into the history that broupt us all here 
together: this wide screen beneath the sign of the bear. 

The sky fills, acres of blue squint and eye 
that the crowd cheers. His face moves over us, 
a thick cloud of vengeance, pitted 
like the land that was once flesh. Each rut, 
each scar makes a promise: It is 
not over, this fight, not as long as you resist. 

Everything we see belongs to us. 
A few laughing Indians fall over the hood 
slipping in the hot spilled butter. 
The eye sees a lot, john, but the heart is so blind. 
How will you k!zow what you own? 
He smiles, a horizon of teeth 
the credits reel over, and then the white fields 
again blowing in the true-to-life dark. 
The dark films over everything. 
We get into the car 
scratching our mosquito bites, speechless and small 
as people are when the movie is done. 
We are back in ourselves. 

How can we help but keep hearing his voice, 
the flip side of the sound-track, still playing: 

· Come on, boys, we've got them _. .· 
where we want them, drunk, running. 

· They will give us what we want, what we need: 
The heart is a strange wood inside of everything 
we see, burning, doubling, splitting out of its skin. 

Louise Erdrich 


